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I don’t want the money that pays my pension and medical benefits
to be invested in companies that profit from bulldozers that
demolish Palestinian homes or are building parts of the wall.

Clifton Kirkpatrick, Stated Clerk, PC(USA)1

In June 2004, the Presbyterian General
Assembly voted to initiate a process
that could lead to a divestiture of
stock from companies that supported

or profited from the Israeli occupation of
Palestinian territories.  The vote was
overwhelming, 431-62, or 87 percent.  It
was unlikely that such a divestiture would
have much of an economic impact upon
either the $8 billion Presbyterian Endow-
ment and Retirement Portfolios or on the
companies that might be affected (or on
Israel for that matter), but from a political
perspective the vote was an unexpected
bombshell.   It was a statement by an
organization rooted in an ethical theology
that they found the situation in the occupied
territories unacceptable and at the very
least did not want to profit from it.  Be-
cause Israel had always claimed the moral
high ground in its struggle with the Pales-
tinians, the vote represented a powerful
ethical challenge.  The Jewish leadership in
the United States was stunned by the
decision, the first by any major religious
body to divest.  The Presbyterians (2.4
million members) were also stunned by the

intensity of the Jewish reaction.  The
controversy leaves us with three major
questions: Why did this vote occur?  Why
was the reaction as intense as it was?  Will
the decision have any long-term impact,
and, if so, what?

The Presbyterian Church has long
been involved in the Arab world.  Over a
century ago, it sent educators into the
region who founded the American Univer-
sity of Beirut and the American University
in Cairo.  The denomination has supported
an Israeli-Palestinian settlement based on
land for peace (Jewish and Palestinian
states) and the right of Palestinian refugees
to return to their homeland or be compen-
sated, the Right of Return.  Presbyterians
have denounced antisemitism and violence
against Jewish and Palestinian civilians
(terrorism, if you will).

Jewish-Presbyterian relations have
been strained for some time.  During the
years of Begin-Shamir leadership in the
1970s and 1980s, when Israeli settlements
expanded and Israel twice invaded Leba-
non (1978 and 1982), the Presbyterians
became increasingly critical.  From 1977
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on, the denomination adopted resolutions in
18 of the next 25 years that questioned
Israeli actions or advocated Palestinian
rights or suggested changes in American
policies.  In 1982, the Presbyterians
criticized the Israeli invasion of Lebanon
and called upon Israel “to withdraw all of
its forces from Lebanon immediately [and]
upon the Palestine Liberation Organization
to cease acts of violence against its
neighbor, [and] upon the United States
government to enter into official contact
with the Palestine Liberation Organization
at such time as that organization acknowl-
edges the right of Israel to exist within
secure and recognized boundaries.”  In
1983, they called upon the United States to
deny “all forms of aid to Israel as long as
that nation persists in creating new West
Bank settlements.”  In 1984, 1986 and
1987, they called for the United States to
recognize the right of the Palestinian
people to self-determination. In 1988, they
passed a broad-ranging resolution calling
upon Israel to “cease the systematic
violation of the human rights of Palestinians
in the occupied territories.  Specifically, we
call for an end to the policies and (or)
practices of administrative detention,
collective punishment, the torture of
prisoners and suspects, and the deportation
of dissidents.”  Several resolutions called
for the United States to leverage its aid to
change Israeli policies, and as early as
1984, they were calling for an independent
Palestinian state in the West Bank and
Gaza, long before Yitzhak Rabin and
Shimon Peres won Nobel peace prizes for
moving in similar directions.

While consistently affirming Israel’s
right to exist in peace and security, these
resolutions were seen by many Jewish
leaders as systematically unfriendly.   The

Presbyterians thought they were advocat-
ing balanced policies that would maximize
the chances of peace for both Israelis and
Palestinians but, from a Jewish perspec-
tive, they were choosing sides under the
guise of a charade of evenhandedness.
Relations were strained even more on the
domestic front in 2003, when the Philadel-
phia Presbytery  (using some denomina-
tional monies) created  a “messianic”
congregation that tried to blend Hebrew
culture and identity with Christian faith.
Even though Presbyterians had affirmed
the integrity of the Jewish faith and had
disassociated themselves from so-called
‘supercessionist’ theology — the belief that
the Church had replaced the Hebrew
covenant and that redemption for Jews
would come through conversion — many
Jews saw the very existence of this
congregation as derogatory or even
threatening.2   In a separate incident, a
Presbyterian delegation visiting Lebanon
had met with a Hezbollah-related sheikh.
One of the delegation, retired Pittsburgh
Theological Seminary ethics professor Ron
Stone, said the meeting was “a lot easier
than dealings and dialogue with Jewish
leaders.”3   Although two Presbyterian
officials were terminated over the flap,
there was still smoldering resentment from
Jewish leaders.4   In June 2004, when the
church entered the divestiture debate, most
saw it as a predictable escalation.  In fact,
the vote reflected a profound and growing
concern about Israeli policy and the
violence flowing out of the conflict.

To understand the vote, it is important
to understand how the Presbyterians make
a decision.  It is not done by a small band
of individuals in the national office in
Louisville but involves the whole of the
Presbyterian governing structure. The
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Presbyterian polity resembles a loose
federal system.  At the local level are
11,000 congregations governed by sessions,
bodies of lay elders and ministers.  Each
session sends representatives (a mix of
elders and ministers) to a regional body
called a presbytery.  Each of these 173
presbyteries then chooses “commissioners”
to attend the national biannual meeting
called the General Assembly.  The General
Assembly has two major officers, a
professional stated clerk, who handles
polity issues and speaks for the denomina-
tion, and a moderator who serves for two
years and interacts mostly with the congre-
gations. As anyone who knows organiza-
tional behavior would guess, commissioners
are highly dedicated, involved and commit-
ted to the organization and its   principles.
This means that there is an inevitable
disconnect between those in the pews and
those who adopt resolutions at higher
levels.  This became a factor later on.

Any presbytery can propose to the
General Assembly a call for action, an
overture in Presbyterian terminology.
Typically there are scores of overtures
addressing a host of social, political and
international issues.   Because the church
is very complex in its makeup, the culture
of the denomination is to respect the
specialized concerns and expertise of
others.  While controversial resolutions are
often sidelined, many pass without serious
dissent or without a broad base of support
or even awareness among the wider
membership.5   In one sense, overtures are
efforts by the denomination to identify its
direction and its social concerns within light
of its theology.  Prior to the national
meeting, overtures are reviewed by a
committee for clarity, overlap with other
overtures, and consistency with existing

policy. Affected or interested groups can
offer opinions or suggestions.  The over-
ture on divestiture came out of Florida’s St.
Augustine Presbytery and called for
blanket divestiture from all companies
investing more than $1 million in Israel or
receiving $1 million in annual profits from
such investments.  The committee modified
that resolution in favor of the phased,
selective approach that would give them
more leverage to negotiate with the
companies.6   It also changed the resolution
to emphasize the occupation rather than
Israel itself. The Mission Responsibility
Through Investment (MRTI) committee,
charged with implementing the decision,
asked that it be sent to them as a recom-
mendation so they would have more
discretion in handling it, but the committee
sent it by a vote of 68-0 to the floor for a
formal vote.7

To a human-rights activist, the issues
were clear: home demolitions, detentions,
check points, identity cards, land confisca-
tion, uprooting of trees, and a pervasive
military presence.  But religious leaders
see things differently.  One person in the
St. Augustine presbytery said a key focus
of concern was getting the negotiation
process restarted.  But there was a deeper
goal:

The purpose of the divestment action
is not punitive or vindictive and not
directed at Israel at all.  We thought it
was an issue of moral consistency in
which the intended beneficiary is the
church itself.  For 30 years, we have
been calling for fair treatment of the
Palestinians and an end of the
occupation and yet we had invest-
ments in companies that profit from
that situation and its attendant
violence.  We believe that the church
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is in a stronger moral position to
articulate the call for peace and
negotiation if we do not profit by our
investments from the things we decry
with our theology. The simple truth is
that neither the corporations who do
business in Israel nor the government
of Israel itself will notice any meaning-
ful economic impact from the loss of
Presbyterian investments.  But
perhaps the world will notice that
there is a group of Christians willing to
accept some level of corporate
sacrifice in the interests of peace in
this tormented region.

Following debate, the General Assem-
bly adopted a series of resolutions that
changed the dynamic of Jewish-Presbyte-
rian relations.8   One resolution criticized
Israel’s security barrier, its so-called fence
or wall, for penetrating Palestinian territory.
Another criticized Christian Zionism,
declaring that it incorrectly interprets
Biblical texts to put today’s Israel too near
to the  heart of Christian theology.9   The
third charged the MRTI committee to
generate a list of companies operating in
Israel to be targeted  for a  “phased
selective divestment” from its  retirement
and endowment funds.  The MRTI com-
mittee had operated  for 28 years, since
1976, when the General Assembly declared
divestment an ethical form of Christian
witness.  It had coordinated divestitures
from companies involved in gambling,
tobacco, environmental damage and violent
video games, as well as  from companies
operating in Sudan, South Africa, Nigeria
and Central America.   Its 2005 annual
report listed 19 companies.  It is particu-
larly alert to military issues and cases
where vulnerable people are at risk.  One
of its great successes was to help persuade
Caterpillar to stop modifying trucks for use

by the South African military.  As recently
as 2001, it divested from Talisman Energy,
a Canadian oil company operating in
Sudan.  When Talisman pulled out of
Sudan, it was restored to the Presbyterian
portfolio.

THE DIVESTITURE MOVEMENT
One target of contemporary divestiture

advocates was the Caterpillar Corporation,
which makes 64-ton D-9 easily-armored
bulldozers.  From September 2000 until
November 2004, Israel leveled 4,100
Palestinian homes, causing great suffering
(Haaretz, 2004).   On March 16, 2003,
Rachel Corrie, a student from Evergreen
College in Washington and affiliated with
the International Solidarity Movement
(ISM), put herself at risk by standing
between an Israeli bulldozer and a Pales-
tinian home in Rafa, Gaza, where Israel
had been systematically leveling homes to
create an empty zone.  The bulldozer ran
over her and killed her. A host of internet
sites tell her story, including her last letter
to her parents.  A photograph published in
The New York Times and elsewhere
showed Corrie standing boldly in front of
the house, facing an advancing bulldozer.
Almost overnight, she became a symbol of
principled resistance for those monitoring
human-rights issues.10

The International Solidarity Movement
was formed in 2001 as a support group for
those under occupation.  Two key person-
alities were Huwaida Arref, a Christian
Palestinian Israeli  from the Detroit area,
and her Jewish fiancé, Adam Shapiro.
Shapiro received considerable attention in
March 2002, when he was delivering
medical supplies to Ramallah and was
trapped  by an Israeli lockdown, and ended
up having breakfast with Yasser Arafat.
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His parents, who live in New York City,
received so many threats they had to
evacuate their home.  Arref says  that the
ISM requires only two things of its support-
ers: to believe the Palestinians have the
right to freedom as expressed in interna-
tional law and all relevant UN resolutions
and to use only non-violent means to resist
the occupation (personal interview).  Once
it got started, the ISM was run entirely by
Palestinians on the ground.  The Palestine
Solidarity Movement (PSM), a distinct but
parallel organization, was run by Ameri-
cans in the United States and was active in
organizing a campus-based divestiture
campaign.  William Youmans of Michigan
was a key personality in the PSM.

These movements revived two tech-
niques associated with the 1970s and
1980s, divestiture and solidarity.11   The
earlier divestiture movement focused on
getting churches and universities to sell
their stock in companies operating in South
Africa.  It operated in tandem with (and
sometimes at cross-purposes to) other
movements such as the academic boycott
of South African universities and  the effort
to get corporations to provide better
working conditions for their black workers,
the so-called Sullivan Principles.  These
principles called for fair employment
practices, strategies of promotion, and
other changes by American companies
operating in South Africa.  There was also
a separate disinvestment movement that
called for companies to sell off or close
down their operations in South Africa.  All
of these movements were private and
were distinct from governmental trade
sanctions or export-import restrictions.

The solidarity-type movement of the
1980s focused upon the oligarchic regimes
of Central America and the death squads

that often conducted massacres of peas-
ants.  The logic of the movement (Catho-
lic-based and called Witness for Peace)
was that individuals would volunteer to put
themselves in harm’s way to protect
innocent people, what the ISM calls
“protective accompaniment.”  To be blunt,
they knew that when Americans were
present, peasants were less likely to be
massacred.  The ISM began to put their
members in places where the Israeli
occupation was particularly heavy.  One of
those persons-in-place was Rachel
Corrie.12

The ISM, like PSM’s divestiture
movement, had as major goals popular
mobilization and public education.  The
PSM began  an annual conference to
discuss the situation in the Palestinian
territories and to support divestiture. They
encountered enormous resistance from
groups supporting Israel. The universities
where they met came under exceptional
pressure.  They were deluged with allega-
tions that the movement  was antisemitic,
endorsed terrorism, and called for the
elimination of the Jewish state. In a speech
that received national attention, President
Lawrence Summers of Harvard said of
those students and faculty on his campus
who endorsed  divestiture, “Serious and
thoughtful people are advocating and taking
actions that are antisemitic in their effect if
not their intent.” His logic appears to
parallel that of the South African Terrorism
Act of 1967, which included within its
definition actions that could “cause sub-
stantial financial loss” to the  economy.13

Summers also expressed concern about a
coming Kristallnacht  (government-
instigated massacres and expulsions of
Jews).14
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THE ACTUAL RESOLUTION
The wording of the Presbyterian

resolution called for “a just and equitable
solution” to the conflict, rooted in “interna-
tional law, human rights, the sanctity of life
and dignity of persons, land property, safety
of home, freedom of movement, the rights
of refugees to return to their homeland, the
right of people to determine their political
future, and to live in peace and prosperity.”
It called upon the United States to be “an
honest, even-handed broker for peace,”
endorsed the four-party diplomatic “Quar-
tet,” and referred to the Geneva accord
negotiating plan as “a useful and practical
approach” to a settlement.   It called for
direct negotiations between Israelis and
Palestinians and supported the idea of an
international force to stabilize the region.  It
said, “The occupation must end; it has
proven to be at the root of evil acts com-
mitted against innocent people on both
sides of the conflict.”  It declared that
“horrific acts of violence and deadly
attacks on innocent people, whether
carried out by Palestinian ‘suicide bomb-
ers’ or by the Israeli military are abhorrent
and inexcusable by all measures, and are a
dead-end alternative to a negotiated
settlement of the conflict.”  This latter
phrasing echoed a 2002 statement by
Stated Clerk  Reverend Clifton Kirkpatrick
that defined the denomination’s position on
the spiraling violence of that year:  “We
grieve the loss of innocent lives of Israeli
civilians killed by suicide bombings and
condemn those acts as abhorrent.  We do
not believe that acts of violence will
ultimately create a climate in which Israelis
and Palestinians can live together in
security.  We decry the continuing occupa-
tion of the Palestinian territories by the
Israeli government, and the terror inflicted

upon the Palestinian people through Israel’s
repeated military incursions into Palestinian
towns and villages.  We do not believe that
the might of the powerful can bring peace
through the force of humiliation, violated
rights and death.”  MRTI  was instructed
“to initiate a process of phrased selective
divestment in multinational corporations
operating in Israel… and to make appropri-
ate recommendations to the General
Assembly Council for action.”

In July, swirling in controversy, Stated
Clerk Clifton Kirkpatrick issued a pastoral
letter defining the positions of the denomi-
nation.15   He said the denomination had
“consistently supported the existence of
Israel within legitimate and secure borders
and prayed for its security and well being.
It is, however, the conviction of the Pres-
byterian Church (USA) that “the security
of Israel and the Israeli people is inexora-
bly dependent on making peace with their
Palestinian neighbors, by negotiating and
reaching a just and equitable solution to the
conflict.’”  Regarding allegations that the
church had singled out Israel, Kirkpatrick
noted that the denomination “regularly
published an annual report regarding
human rights around the world, and has
spoken specifically about issues of justice
related to North and South Korea,
Rwanda, Taiwan, Central American states
and many others, including the United
States.”  Regarding violence and whether
the church had soft-pedaled attacks on
Jews, he reaffirmed the previous position
of the denomination:  “Acts of hate and
terror inflicted on innocent children and
youth, women and men of Israel and the
larger Jewish community must be un-
equivocally condemned and vehemently
abhorred.  This is in no way inconsistent
with speaking out about the political and
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military violence of the Israeli government
or the militant activities of Israeli settlers.”

THE JEWISH REACTION
Jewish reaction to the resolution was

almost entirely negative. Jewish observers
used terms such as “outraged” and “in-
censed.”  Some used inflammatory words
or  misstated — intentionally or not one
cannot tell — what the resolution  actually
said.  Some of the rhetoric was excessive
and bordered on reflexive paranoia.
Presbyterians described these more
intemperate responses in terms that ranged
from  “hyperbole that makes it so hard to
have a productive conversation”16  to
“vilification.”17

A few Jewish peace advocates praised
the Presbyterian vote. Jewish Voices for
Peace   “expressed its support” for the
divestiture decision and said “economic
pressure is crucial to getting Israel to make
the necessary compromises for peace.”
They added that Presbyterians have been
“unwavering” in support for Israeli Jews
and that “The best way for Christians to be
allies to Jews is to help bring about an end
to the occupation.”18

But  that was not the norm among the
Jewish leadership.  Some critics saw the
vote as threatening the very economic
survival of Israel itself.  James Rudin,
senior interreligious adviser at the Ameri-
can Jewish Committee, said, “Up to now
it’s been: Cut off aid, Israel should stop
building settlements — It’s verbal.  This is
the first one that I know of that a resolution
coming out of a church body has talked
about divestment.  We’re talking about
money.  This one’s really got teeth.  It has
a chilling effect.”  Rudin said the vote
represented  “a real threat to the economic
life and security of Israel.”19   Rabbi Ira

Youdovin  of the Chicago Board of Rabbis
wrote that it was a “declaration of eco-
nomic warfare against the state of Is-
rael.”20  Some critics were concerned
about the so-called “even-handed” style of
the wording, asserting that the issues could
not be treated in such a simplistic way.
Others were distressed that Israel was
being treated as the ‘moral equivalent’ of
its opponents.  They were particularly
incensed that suicide attacks and Israeli
military strikes were renounced in the
same sentence with no distinction as to
motive or goal.  And using the word
“terror” in 2002 to describe Israeli actions
but not Palestinian actions was like waving
a red flag at a bull.  Many Jews believe
that Israel was founded upon high moral
principles and is facing enemies who are
fundamentally opposed to those principles.
To suggest that Israel, in its response to its
situation or its effort to defend itself,  is
somehow comparable either to its enemies
or to other controversial states (South
Africa comes to mind) is not only wrong
but reflects a profound hostility.  Not a few
saw lurking within the bland phrasing of the
resolutions a systematic anti-Israeli or even
antisemitic spirit.21   Four texts illustrate the
intensity of feeling.

First,  Alan Dershowitz of Harvard
University  wrote an  op-ed piece in the Los
Angeles Times saying the church had
committed a “moral sin” and calling the
resolution “immoral, sinful and bigoted.” It
would allegedly create a “blacklist” of all
corporations making or investing $1 million a
year in Israel and would “divest from any
company on the list,” exempting only those
dealing in education,  social welfare or
construction.  “The Presbyterian resolution
effectively calls for the end of Israel” by
endorsing  the right of refugees to return to
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Palestine or be compensated, therefore
“turning Israel from a Jewish state into
another state with a Palestinian majority.”
The resolution “encourages the continued use
of terrorism by Palestinian leaders.”   He
called for “grassroots Presbyterians” to
“overthrow and prune the rotten branches.”22

The Anti-Defamation League issued a
statement on August 26, 2004, calling the
divestiture resolution “offensive and
distressing.”  It said that “to assert that
there is a moral equivalency between the
racist policy of apartheid and the efforts to
protect the citizenry of Israel is unconscio-
nable.  To further suggest that the same
technique used to break the racist policies
of apartheid, that of divestiture, be em-
ployed against those doing business with
Israel is to support that inaccurate and
unjust moral equivalency.”   Later, ADL
Director  Abraham Foxman challenged a
Presbyterian official who attended an ADL
meeting:  “What galls us is that it’s based in
morality.  You wrap it in the moral ‘Truth’
and it’s moral hypocrisy.  Where is your
divestment of Arab states who refuse to
recognize the legitimacy of the Jewish
people?  Where is your sanctioning of the
corporations who support them?  Are you
talking to those who have the materials for
suicide bomb chemicals — are they on
your list?”23

A widely read religious position was by
Rabbi Ira Youdovin, the executive vice
president of the Chicago Board of Rab-
bis.24  He said  the resolution constituted a
“declaration of economic warfare against
the state of Israel.”  The word “evil,” as in
the phrase that the occupation was “at the
root of evil acts committed against innocent
people” referred only to Israeli deeds and
meant that “no Palestinian action, no
matter how horrific, is categorized as evil.”

The rabbi noted that the resolution did not
use the word “terrorism” to describe
suicide bombings,  “But if blowing up
Israeli children on a Tel Aviv bus is not an
evil act and a terrorist act, then what is it?”
He said the Presbyterians had a long-
standing “two-pronged strategy of demon-
izing Israel while whitewashing Palestinian
terrorism,…laying the groundwork for
imposing divestment.”  Referring to a
background Historical Synopsis  the church
developed for study groups and put on its
website, he said  “anti-Israeli forces” had
set about to “fabricate a narrative in which
Israel is the sole evildoer and the Palestin-
ians are innocent victims.”25   He sug-
gested that the church had “become an
apologist for demented killers who strap
explosives to their bodies and go off to
murder innocent men, women and children
on school buses or in pizza parlors, or who
are gathered for a Passover seder.”
Speaking from a “personal perspective,”
Youdovin said the Historical Synopsis
focused upon political events in Europe as
the driving force that created  Zionism and
ignored “the centrality of the land of Israel
and Jerusalem to Jewish hopes, prayers
and religious observance for millennia.…”
This is the logic, he said,  by which Yassir
Arafat denied “Jewish historical claims to
the Temple Mount.”  The occupation is
“being used to excuse the reawakening of
demons” and ignores “homicidal ideolo-
gies” among the Palestinians.  Finally, he
said, the Presbyterians “ignore the incon-
trovertible fact that this catastrophe is the
product of many causes and that there is
guilt enough to share between all parties.
People of conscience must act in aware-
ness that the singling out, magnifying and
sanctifying of Jewish sins has always been
at the core of the terrible evil that we know
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as anti-Semitism.  Failing in this awareness,
you cross a line that people of good
conscience dare not cross.”

In September 2004, Congressman
Howard Berman (D-Ca) wrote an open
letter (signed by 13 other members of
Congress) calling the resolution  “irrespon-
sible, counterproductive, and morally
bankrupt.”26  It said “Palestinians and their
extremist allies continue to seek the destruc-
tion of Israel,” which has a “fundamental
obligation” to “provide security for the
Israeli people.”  Divestiture would penalize
Israel “for acting in its own self-defense”
and would “provide encouragement for
those that seek to delegitimize the very
existence of the Jewish state.”  The letter
endorsed the “security fence,” saying it will
“provide real physical security” and “create
the conditions necessary for a two-state
solution in which the legitimate aspirations of
both Israelis and Palestinians can be satis-
fied.”   A parallel letter to the Commerce
Department called for economic sanctions,
urging the Department  to “investigate the
national boycott campaign against Israel,
shut down the illegal divestment campaigns
and impose the appropriate penalties.”27  It is
noteworthy that both parties, through their
whips, signed this intimidating and threaten-
ing appeal for legal action.  The Zionist
Organization of America claimed credit for
drafting the letter.

THE JEWISH STRATEGY
Almost immediately Jewish groups

began to organize to prevent what the
Jewish weekly Forward described as a
“potential domino effect” from the vote.
They seemed to have three strategies. One
was to open up dialogue with Presbyterians
and others to explain their concerns and try
to modify the resolution.  Stated Clerk

Kirkpatrick had called for Presbyterians to
“maintain their relationships with people of
other faiths, with sensitivity to the fragility
of trust in the present climate of violence
and terror.”28  While some Jewish leaders
were contemptuous and polemical in their
approach (and almost all were skeptical),
others engaged in quiet dialogue.  Some
were open in expressing their belief that
they had ignored this important element of
the religious community and had work to
do.  As Rabbi Gary Bretton-Granatoor,
Interfaith coordinator of the Anti-Defama-
tion League, put it, “This divestment
movement is the bite on the rear end of 40
years of ignoring our differences.”29   For
some, even if they lost this battle they
needed to maintain ties with this major
Christian denomination.  Not surprisingly,
they found willing allies.   For many on the
Presbyterian side, there was a similar
impulse, that this vote had produced levels
of intense reaction that they had not
anticipated, and that communication and
some sense of shared community was
important even if there was exceptional
tension in the meetings.  Both sides in their
religious traditions had teachings on
reconciliation and mending breaches, and
both reached out instinctively to the other
side for quiet dialogue. Both sides tried to
open up to explain their concerns in a way
that maintained the integrity of their
position but at the same time listened to the
other side.  Time and again, those coming
out of such meetings said how difficult they
were.  Both sides seemed anxious to show
their good will by issuing public statements
of solidarity when such things were
needed.  For example, when someone
threatened to bomb the Presbyterian
headquarters in Louisville, several Jewish
groups issued statements of condemnation.
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And the Presbyterians were quick to
condemn antisemitism or suicide bombings
in Israel when they occurred.

THE PRESBYTERIAN DISSENTERS
The second strategy of the Jewish side

was more political.  It was to align with
those Presbyterians who had opposed the
resolution or were pro-Israeli in their
impulses.  By their very nature, organiza-
tions become more ideologically cohesive
at higher levels, so it was inevitable that
many local Presbyterians would not be
supportive of the resolutions.  The Presby-
terian Panel, which charts thinking within
the denomination, found exactly this in their
November 2004 survey (available at
www.pcusa.org).  Most members were not
even aware the votes had been taken  (61
percent of members and 51 percent of
elders were unaware ).  More seriously,
attentive members were less supportive: 73
percent of those who were very aware of
the vote opposed it, compared with 34
percent of those not aware.  Among the
clergy, who would logically be more
informed and interconnected on these
issues, a predictable shift occurred: more
favored than opposed the action (by 48
percent to 43 percent), but even then
support was not solid.

One set of allies were long-time
friends of Israel.  Presbyterians Concerned
for Jewish and Christian Relations had
been dormant but reactivated itself to issue
a press release condemning the vote. The
National Christian Leadership Conference
for Israel issued a similar statement.  But
other dissenters were surprisingly different
in their profile. Some were supporters of
Palestinian rights and critics of Israeli
positions but had doubts about divestiture.
Often  such persons had close interfaith

ties with the Jewish community and did not
want to damage those ties.  Reverend
Cynthia Campbell, president of McCormick
Seminary in Chicago,  put it  clearly: “The
divestment strategy, I think, unnecessarily
alienates us from people we need, very
seriously, to be in relationship with — the
American Jewish community.…We, as the
Presbyterian Church, need to take this
opportunity to really listen to why it is that
this divestment issue has occasioned such
a big reaction in the Jewish community.”30

Another dissenter was Reverend
Barbara Wheeler, president of New York’s
Auburn Theological Seminary.  Like
Campbell, she was in the progressive wing
of the church.  Her critique had five points.
First, “by its very nature, divestment is a
strategy that can be effective only if widely
adopted.”  Having the Presbyterians take a
position that others have not supported
“isolates the denomination without achiev-
ing any positive purpose.”  Second, divesti-
ture aims to “create economic and political
instability in the target country” and
“destabilizing the government of someone
else’s country is a drastic step.”  Third,
there is an implicit comparison with South
Africa, a regime “so implicated in
evil…that it lacked legitimacy.”  Israel is
not the same, so “the divestment device is
not a moral fit for this situation.”  Fourth,
divestiture does not take into account the
Jewish psyche.  It “feeds Israeli insecuri-
ties and heightens defensiveness” making
the effort of peace activists more difficult,
so it becomes  “less, not more, likely that
Israel will modify policies that afflict
Palestinians and will take risky steps
toward peace.”  Wheeler suggested an
alternate strategy of pressing the U.S.
government to reactivate peace efforts
(which had been suspended by the Sharon
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government when it came to power in
2001).  She also suggested that the de-
nomination support “religious leaders and
groups on both sides who are ardently
seeking a peaceful and just resolution.”
She did acknowledge that this is easier on
the Palestinian side because of “our
historic alliance with Palestinian Chris-
tians” and that “establishing working
relationships with Jewish and Israeli groups
is more of a challenge.”  Finally, she noted
that while the denomination had acknowl-
edged how much Protestantism had been
“implicated” in “anti-Judaism and anti-
Semitism,” they had never “disowned or
asked forgiveness” for these things.31

A second group of allies were more
problematic for some Jews.  The most pro-
Israeli  elements in the denomination were
on the theological and political right, not the
natural allies of mainstream Jews.  The
close relationship between the Jewish right
and the Evangelical right has been a matter
of controversy since Menachem Begin and
the Reverend Jerry Falwell of the Moral
Majority started it around 1979.  The
Jewish intellectual Irving Kristol wrote in
Commentary magazine, a publication of
the American Jewish Committee, that an
alliance of expediency made sense.
According to Kristol, “the support of the
[religious right] could, in the near future,
turn out to be decisive for the very exist-
ence of the Jewish state.  This is the way
the Israeli government has struck its own
balance vis-à-vis the Moral Majority, and it
is hard to see why American Jews should
come up with a different bottom line.”32

When Alan Dershowitz called for an
uprising within the denomination, only one
element was in that state of mind.

For over two decades the denomina-
tion had been divided over several hot-

button issues of theology and social policy.
The mainstream elements that controlled
the denomination were more moderate on
these issues but a dissident group had
mobilized around a cluster of issues such
as gay rights, abortion, conservative
foreign-policy issues, women’s role in the
church, and whether salvation came
exclusively through belief in Jesus Christ.
Individual congregations began to affiliate
with what was called the Confessing
Church Movement.  They had their own
web site and newspaper (the Presbyterian
Layman) and a well-organized structure
with annual meetings.  They include in their
ranks 12 percent of all Presbyterian
congregations, with 20 percent of the
members.  Because of the indirect election
of representatives to the General Assem-
bly, it was difficult for them to control the
denomination, but they were strong at
some local levels, and there was open talk
of an organizational schism.33   Not surpris-
ingly, the Confessing Church movement
provided outspoken opposition to the
resolutions.  They created an online petition
to “denounce” the  “anti-Semitic resolution
on divestment.”  They said the resolution
was “purposefully designed to cause the
economic strangulation of Israel, one of the
most decent societies and one of the most
liberal democracies in the world. We do
NOT support Islamic fascists who praise
the Holocaust and publicly call for the
annihilation of Israel.”  They called upon
the denomination to “rescind this offensive,
illogical and mean-spirited” resolution.34

MRTI RECOMMENDATION AND
REACTION

In August 2005, MRTI recommended
“progressive engagement” with five
companies in which the Presbyterian
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denomination had  $60 million invested.
The phrase “progressive engagement”
referred to the policy used in previous
divestiture cases.  It involved meeting with
company officials to inform them of the
church’s concerns, engaging them in “open
and honest dialogue,” asking for modifica-
tions of corporate policy, working with the
company to produce such changes, and
introducing shareholder resolutions if these
efforts failed.  “The Committee may
engage in a process with the shareholder
resolutions over a period of several years
to obtain that support or solution to the
issue” and would only divest if all other
efforts failed.35   As Carol Hylkema, MRTI
chair, described it to me, “divestment is the
last option.  Once the stock is sold, the
leverage is gone.  The goal is engagement.
We want them to change their policy.”

The discussion over which companies
to identify was not easy.  The heads of the
Presbyterian investing agencies, the Board
of Pensions and the Presbyterian Church
(USA) Foundation were resistant and
constitutionally were not obligated to
accept any divestiture recommendation.36

A key meeting had been “tense and not
always polite,” with the investment officers
being “antsy about the outrage provoked…
particularly among Jewish groups.”37

They wanted the word divestment re-
moved from any report.  MRTI decided
that since they could not “engage every
perceived offender,” they had to narrow
down the list to a smaller number of
companies.  They established six criteria:
Does it provide services for the police or
military to support and maintain the occu-
pation?  Does it provide products, services
or technology of particular strategic
importance to the support and maintenance
of the occupation?  Has it established

facilities or operations on occupied land?
Does it provide products and services,
including financial services, for the estab-
lishment, expansion or maintenance of
Jewish settlements on occupied land?
Does it provide products, services or
financial backing to Israeli or Palestinian
groups that commit violence against
innocent civilians?  Does it finance or
assist in the construction of the wall?
Since the General Assembly had con-
demned the Israeli wall or separation
barrier (they used both terms) for penetrat-
ing into Palestinian territory, support for
that project was also included.

The five companies identified were
Caterpillar (for its equipment used in
demolishing houses and building roads in
the occupied territories), Motorola (for
developing wireless encrypted communica-
tions for use in the territories and for being
a “majority investor in one of Israel’s four
cell-phone companies”), ITT Industries
(for supplying “communications, electronic
and night-vision equipment used by its
forces in the occupied territories”) and
United Technologies (for providing helicop-
ters used in targeted killings).  MRTI also
included Citigroup, saying that according to
a report in The Wall Street Journal, it had
a relationship with a bank that was funnel-
ing money from Islamic charities to  fami-
lies of suicide bombers.  Reaction was
strong. Citigroup said the allegation was
“an outrage.”  Caterpillar said that “for the
past four years, activists have wrongly
included Caterpillar in a publicity campaign
aimed at advancing their much larger
political agendas.  Over that same period
of time we’ve repeatedly evaluated our
position, as have our shareholders, and
determined that, while the protests occa-
sionally succeed in getting headlines, they
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neither change the facts nor our position.”
United Technologies asserted that “UTC
has been widely recognized as an ethical
and responsible corporation.  Work on
military programs is stringently regulated
by the U.S. government, and UTC com-
plies wholly with all policies and related
regulations.”38

Reactions from the Jewish community
largely repeated previous denunciations.
David Elcott, director of interreligious
affairs of the American Jewish Committee,
said the action was “morally reprehen-
sible.”  The Simon Wiesenthal Center said
it was an “arrogant initiative” that “exposes
a dangerous moral selectivity of politically
motivated elites who are ramming through
such resolutions.…” Their spokesman said
“by discounting Jewish lives, this campaign
is functionally antisemitic.”39  Several
Jewish groups said the timing was bad,
given the planned Israeli withdrawal from
Gaza.   If churches wanted to support the
peace process, they should recognize that
the withdrawal was a major step in break-
ing a logjam and should invest in the
Palestinian territories, not pull out their
monies.  This became a repeated theme.

Stated Clerk Kirkpatrick said of the
recommendations, “It’s not a campaign to
divest from the state of Israel.  We’re fully
committed to the state of Israel.  But it is a
campaign to divest from particular activities
that are doing damage and creating injustice
and violence, whether that’s the building of
the separation barrier, construction related
to the occupation, or weapons and materials
that lead to suicide bombings.”

THE SOUTH AFRICAN ANALOGY
Many Jewish leaders took umbrage at

the fact that a divestiture strategy had been
used in the struggle against South African

apartheid and was now being used against
Israel.  While individual Presbyterians used
words such as apartheid in discussing the
Israeli-Palestinian conflict, the Presbyterian
leadership had scrupulously avoided any
such parallel terminology.  There was no
mention of apartheid or South Africa in the
resolution, and Stated Clerk Kirkpatrick40

specifically rejected such comparisons.
The Anti-Defamation League addressed
the matter:

In no way can the treatment of Arabs
by the State of Israel be compared to
the treatment of the Blacks of South
Africa under apartheid.  There is no
Israeli ideology, policy or plan to
segregate, persecute or mistreat the
Arab population.  Apartheid was a
uniquely repressive system, through
which South Africa’s white minority
enforced its dominion over the black
and other non-white racial groups who
made up more than 90 percent of the
population. Apartheid — which means
“separate development” in the
Afrikaans language — was enabled
through a host of laws which banned
blacks from ‘white areas,’ prevented
blacks and whites from marrying or
even having sexual relations with each
other, and regulated the education of
black children in accordance with their
subservient social position.  No such
laws exist in Israel, which pledged
itself to safeguard the equal rights of
all citizens in its Declaration of
Independence. Arab citizens of Israel
have the full range of civil and political
rights, including the right to organize
politically, the right to vote, and the
right to speak and publish freely.
Moreover, Israel has declared its
acceptance, in principle, of a sover-
eign Palestinian state in most of the
West Bank and Gaza Strip.  Whatever
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your view of Israel, the Palestinians
and the conflict, it is obvious that
there can be no comparison to
apartheid.41

Former Jerusalem Deputy Mayor
Meron Benvenisti approached the matter
differently.42  He noted that in South Africa
the two sides shared the same faith, a fact
that facilitated post-apartheid reconcilia-
tion.  In Israel, there is no shared commu-
nity, and Jewish-Muslim clashes are
intensifying.  Blacks and whites also
interacted with each other and shared a
“mutual economic dependence [that] made
it impossible to create a true territorial
division in South Africa.”  This “bears no
relation” to the Palestinian “one-sided
dependence on Israel.”  On the world
scene, while the Afrikaaners were isolated,
“Israel receives massive, unshakable
support from a unified Diaspora Jewry and
American aid” and is protected from
“effective sanctions” by post-Holocaust
concerns. Regarding the politics of num-
bers, South Africa had an overwhelming
preponderance of non-whites, in compari-
son with the near parity of Jews and Arabs
in Israel/Palestine.  Partition might work in
the current situation but not unification.  In
that regard, the South African government
“supported the creation of the Bantustan
institutions, funded them and subsidized
their economy — in contrast to Israel,
which destroyed Palestinian Authority
institutions, smashed the economy in the
territories and put the financial burden on
the international community.”  While
whites and blacks believed they shared a
homeland, making that struggle one for civil
and political equality, Israelis and Palestin-
ians have a desire for “national self-
definition and separation.”  Finally, while
many white South Africans felt uneasy

about the morality of an ethnic regime, few
Israelis question the ethics of a Jewish
state.  Most argue that the Jews are a
national people inhabiting their historic
homeland. There is “no feeling of guilt,”
and the occasional cracks in the “national
consciousness” are “plastered over” by
raising the specter of the  “existential
threat.”

On the other side, many people see
parallels.  UN Resolution 3379 of 1975
(now repealed, after vigorous American
efforts) based its conclusion that “Zionism
is a form of racism and racial discrimina-
tion” upon an earlier 1965 UN definition of
racism as “any distinction, exclusion,
restriction or preference based on race,
color, descent, or national or ethnic origin.”
A host of Israeli laws seem to meet these
standards.   Even some Jews have doubts.
A poll by the American Jewish Committee
found that 41 percent of American Jews
thought the word “racist” applied to Israeli
policy and 74 percent thought the word
“chauvinist” was appropriate.43  When
Nelson Mandela was released from prison
in 1990 and first met Yasser Arafat, he
used a more historical model when he
noted that  both peoples  were facing “a
common form of colonialism.”  In other
words,  both societies were dominated by
transplanted European populations that
considered themselves indigenous (and in
fact were accepted by the major resistance
groups — ANC and PLO — as having the
right to remain in the land).   These popula-
tions held  nearly exclusive power and
possessed most of the land (87 percent in
South Africa, 93 percent within Israel,  30
percent in Gaza and  73 percent in the
West Bank).  Laws tended to separate the
populations and maintain the inequitable
relationship, and the Israeli regime is
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creating a so-called independent state that
would — like the Homelands — be non-
viable and subject to domination.  Compa-
rable policies involved land confiscations,
residency permits, identity cards,  restric-
tions on movement,  family separations,
detentions, demolitions and the shifting
around of  populations.  Both regimes also
had   ethnically exclusivist ideologies.

Nobel Laureate Bishop Desmond Tutu
of South Africa visited Palestine and saw
definite parallels.  He used words such as
“disenfranchised,” “voiceless,” “injustice,”
“oppression,” “collective punishment” and
“home demolitions” to describe the Pales-
tinian situation.  “I’ve been very deeply
distressed in my visit to the Holy Land; it
reminded me so much of what happened to
us black people in South Africa.  I have
seen the humiliation of the Palestinians at
checkpoints and roadblocks, suffering like
us when young white police officers
prevented us from moving about.”44  As
Israel’s highly respected columnist Nahum
Barnea put it,  “Thirty-seven years after
the occupation, in the eyes of a large part
of the world, Israel has become a pariah
country.  It’s not yet the South Africa of
apartheid, but definitely from the same
family.”45

IMPACT
One early question was whether the

Presbyterian vote would encourage other
denominations to follow suit.   As an
official of the American Jewish Committee
put it, “Our immediate concern was that
the Presbyterian move would snowball and
encourage other mainline Protestant
denominations to go in the same direc-
tion.”46   In the year following the Presby-
terian action, several protestant churches
did exactly that.  As a Presbyterian news

item47   noted, the vote “seems to have
galvanized the worldwide Christian com-
munity around human-rights violations
committed against ordinary Palestinian
civilians living in the occupied territories,
including minority Christian population in
cities like Bethlehem.”  Regarding the
obvious point that it was Jewish soldiers
committing the offenses, the report noted
“Christians often dodge [this point] be-
cause it creates tension in Jewish-Christian
interfaith dialogue.”  Still, the “snowball”
continued to roll.  In November 2004 the
Episcopal Church decided to study which
of its investments were in companies linked
to the occupation or to groups responsible
for violence against Israel.  In February
2005, the World Council of Churches (a
confederal body with little governance
authority) urged its 38 member churches
with 77 million members to review their
portfolios for companies profiting from or
supporting the occupation;  in June 2005,
the Virginia and New England conferences
of the United Methodist Church voted  to
investigate whether they had holdings in
companies that profit from the occupation;
in July 2005, the United Church of Christ
decided to investigate the possibility of
using “economic leverage” to pressure the
parties to the dispute.  And in June 2005,
the Anglican Consultative Conference
recommended that its 38 national churches
with 77 million members replicate the
process of the Episcopal Church and
review their portfolios for companies
profiting from or supporting the occupation
or Palestinian violence.  An official sum-
marized their concerns:  “We are fearful
that the Christian presence in the Holy
Land is dwindling.  Our constituency are
the Palestinian Christians. They are losing
ground every day, they can’t go to work,
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can’t go to church.  So the well-off and
educated are leaving Palestine, and the
community is drying up.”48   In a move in
the same direction, the Evangelical
Lutheran Church in America in 2005
endorsed a “Peace, Not Walls” resolution
including a decision to use financial re-
sources to “support the quest for a just
peace in the Holy Land.”  To some Jewish
leaders it was a camouflaged call to divest.

Observers debate whether the South
African divestiture movement had an
impact. There were four probable results:
First, it embarrassed white South Africans
who found themselves turned into “the
polecats of international politics,” as one
Afrikaner put it.  While provoking a
defensive reaction, this also weighed
heavily upon them and spurred reformist
elements within the country.  Second, it put
pressure on Western companies operating
in South Africa to provide scholarships,
salary increases and promotions for their
black employees, as well as community
development funds for their neighborhoods.
Third, it caused some institutions and
corporations to distance themselves from
the regime.  This shocked the ruling
elements and forced them to open their
eyes to the reality of their isolation.  Finally,
it provoked a discussion in this country of
policies that many leaders preferred not to
discuss.   In the end, the regime negotiated
a transition to majority rule that avoided the
civil war many had feared.  The divestiture
movement was a factor.

A separate question is whether the
current divestiture movement can achieve
the success of the earlier one.  The answer
hinges on why the previous movement was
successful and whether the same condi-
tions prevail today.  Yossi Shain offered
some observations on that earlier move-

ment that might be relevant to the current
situation.49   First, apartheid was a moral
issue on which there were clear choices:
racism was bad, opposing racism was
good.  In the Israel-Palestinian conflict, the
issues are more ambiguous.  Not only do
few Americans see the conflict through a
racial conceptual frame, but the Palestinian
nationalist movement is associated with
shocking violence and extremism.  Israeli
violence is often seen as reactive and
hence morally justified.  There is also a
strong pro-Israeli sentiment filtered through
a ‘like us’ cultural lens.50

A second point was that the struggle
against apartheid had civil-rights overtones
that resonated with the public, giving them
a framework to understand a complex
issue.  Many Americans saw Nelson
Mandela as another Martin Luther King.
In a sense, the movement became almost a
domestic issue involving the dignity of
Black Americans.  Third, there was a
broad coalition of groups supporting
divestiture, many being white, while there
was no significant mass public opposing it.
In the current situation, it is an uphill battle
to win popular support. Israel has signifi-
cant elements of public opinion behind it,
including an influential and well-respected
Jewish community.  Many leaders of the
divestiture movement on college campuses
are Arab-Americans, who are often seen
as “not like us” or as advocating foreign
interests.51    Whether the Presbyterian
vote (and that of other churches) will
change that dynamic is not clear, but the
mainline Protestant churches are centrist in
American society, so their action might
shift the debate in a more mainstream
direction.  Fourth, the earlier movement
embraced American values (democracy,
equality, freedom), and there were excep-
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tional South Africans to present their case
in a way consistent with those values.
Bishop Tutu comes to mind. While there
are several articulate and sympathetic
Palestinians, most operate on the margins
of American public consciousness, and
none have the visible moral stature of the
South Africans.  Moreover, rightly or
wrongly, many Americans see Arab values
on issues such as democracy and the role
of women as inconsistent with their own.

Finally, while the earlier divestiture
movement challenged American foreign
policy, the supporters of that movement
argued persuasively that U.S. policy was
out of step with American values.  The
Palestinian cause is supported in the
Middle East by some of America’s most
vehement and violent opponents. This
places the supporters of divestiture under a
heavy burden as they struggle to persuade
a skeptical public that a fundamental shift
in American policy would serve America’s
interests or values.

It is clear that the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict is escalating over time, is inflaming
the region and is contributing to the recruit-
ment of violent extremists on all sides.  The
implications for America are not good.
According to a poll by the Anti-Defamation
League, 68 percent of Americans believe
the United States is more likely to be
targeted for a terrorist attack because of
its support of Israel.  Still, two-thirds of
those with such fears would continue that

support.52  There is an ironic tension in
public opinion.

In terms of long-range impact, one has
to look at this vote from three perspectives.
First, regarding the internal dynamics of the
Presbyterian denomination, it confirmed a
direction of Palestinian advocacy that is not
likely to be reversed.  Even the fact that
presbyteries across the country had to hold
workshops to explain and discuss the
divestiture vote created a powerful educa-
tional dynamic.  This development seems
true of the mainline Protestant churches in
general.  Second, the vote highlighted the
alliance of the Jewish right with the
Protestant right.  It is too soon to say if that
will help or hurt Israeli influence in this
country. What is certain is that it is creating
tensions along political and theological fault
lines within both the Jewish and Christian
communities.  Moderates on both sides
cringe at where their right wings would
take them.  Finally, in terms of the domes-
tic debate, the vote introduced a new
ethical element into the discussion.  It set a
tone in which the Israelis are no longer
seen as holding the moral high ground.  It
expanded the parameters of acceptable
discourse, redefined the debate and led
other religious people to engage the issues.
It is too soon to tell whether this will
produce any change in U.S. policy, but it
will definitely have long-term implications
on how the conflict is seen and discussed.
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